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The Book of Souls is James Oswald's
second electrifying thriller in the
Detective Inspector McLean series. Every
year for ten years, a young woman's body
was found in Edinburgh at Christmas
time: naked, throat slit, body washed
clean. Ten years, ten women. The final
victim, Kirsty Summers, was Detective
Constable Tony McLean's fiancée. But
the Christmas Killer made a mistake. In a
cellar under a shop, McLean found a
torture chamber and put an end to the
brutal killing spree. Twelve years later,
and a fellow prisoner has just murdered
the incarcerated Christmas Killer. But
with the arrival of the festive season
comes a body. A young woman: naked,
washed, her throat cut. Is this a copycat
killer? Was the wrong man behind bars
all this time? Or is there a more sinister,
frightening explanation? McLean must
revisit the most disturbing case of his life
and discover what he missed before the
killer strikes again . . . Praise for James
Oswald: 'A star of Scotland's burgeoning
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crime fiction scene' Daily Record 'Crime
fiction's next big thing' The Sunday
Telegraph 'Literary sensation...James'
overnight success has drawn
comparisons with the meteoric rise of EL
James and her Fifty Shades of Grey
series' Daily Mail 'Fifty Shades of Hay'
The Times 'Oswald is among the leaders
in the new batch of excellent Scottish
crime writers' Daily Mail 'The new Ian
Rankin' Daily Record 'The hallmarks of
Val McDermid or Ian Rankin: it's dark,
violent, noirish' The Herald 'A good read'
The Times 'An excellent start to what
promises to be a fine series' Guardian
Retells two hundred traditional Italian
tales, including the stories of a fearless
little man, a prince who married a frog,
and a woman who lived on wind
"Now a major motion picture! Includes
full-color movie photos and exclusive
content!"--Dust jacket.
Proverbs from Far and Wide
corrispondenza inedita, Fernando
Agnoletti - Sibilla Aleramo
Catalogo dei libri in commercio
Iqbal
L'Italia che scrive
A good story can change. In The Girl in Red,
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acclaimed illustrator Roberto Innocenti offers a
modern take on the centuries-old tale of an
ailing grandmother, a wicked wolf, and a young
girl in a red coat. Innocenti's brilliantly detailed
illustrations present a city as a wilderness, while
text by Aaron Frisch narrates the journey of a
girl named Sophia through the twists and turns
of a stormy day.
‘A book for children from 8 to 80. I love the
humanity of this story and how one man’s
efforts can change the future for so many. It’s a
real message of hope.’ Michael Morpurgo
Discover this beloved masterpiece of nature
writing that is a hymn to creation and to the
power of the individual to do their bit to change
the world for the better. In 1910, while hiking
through the wild lavender in a wind-swept,
desolate valley in Provence, a man comes across
a shepherd called Elzéard Bouffier. Staying with
him, he watches Elzéard sorting and then
planting hundreds of acorns as he walks
through the wilderness. Ten years later, after
surviving the First World War, he visits the
shepherd again and sees the young forest he has
created spreading slowly over the valley.
Elzéard’s solitary, silent work continues and the
narrator returns year after year to see the
miracle he is gradually creating: a verdant,
green landscape that is a testament to one
man’s creative instinct. A beautiful story of
hope, survival and selflessness, The Man Who
Planted Trees resonates as strongly with
readers today as when it was first published.
The bestselling author of I’m Not Scared
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“elegizes adolescence fiercely and
sympathetically” in a novel that’s “scary, lovely
and at last a heartbreaker” (Kirkus Reviews).
Lorenzo Cuni is a fourteen-year-old loner. His
wealthy parents think he is away on a school
skiing trip, but in fact he has stowed away in a
forgotten cellar. For a week he plans to live in
perfect isolation, keeping the adult world at bay.
Then a visit from his estranged half-sister,
Olivia, changes everything. Evoking the fierce
intensity and the pulse-quickening creepiness of
I’m Not Scared, Ammaniti’s bestselling first
novel, Me and You is a breathtaking tale of
alienation, acceptance, and wanting to be loved
by “a fearsomely gifted writer” (The
Independent). “Immensely engaging . . . Both
tender and emotionally arresting, Ammaniti’s
novel is unforgettable.” —Publishers Weekly,
starred review “Italian author Niccolò Ammaniti
does a lot in 160 pages, including surprise,
humor, and frighten you—sometimes
simultaneously.” —Daily Candy “Ammaniti’s
prose is nimble, perceptive and economical . . .
There’s a lot to love about this book—its
reticent empathy, its delicate and pragmatic
treatment of addiction, its remarkable use of
restricted physical space.” —Full Stop “Me and
You takes a short time to read but offers a
memorable experience in a mutual recognition
of loneliness and grief.” —Curled Up With a
Good Book “Me And You, at just over one
hundred pages . . . [is a] perfect book . . .
Niccolò Ammaniti disgusts me for how talented
he is . . . He has written a masterpiece.”
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—Antonio D’Orrico, Corriere della Sera
Inspector McLean 2
Love, etc.
Professional Crocodile
Wonder
Giornale della libreria

Travel to the land of Oz with Dorothy and find
out what inspired the forthcoming film
blockbuster Oz: The Great and Powerful
When Aubrey, a young Englishman, meets a
mysterious man from London high society, Lord
Ruthven, they become unlikely friends. Shortly
after, Aubrey decides to accompany the noble on
a trip to Rome. However, when a moral
disagreement arises between the two, Aubrey
decides to leave Ruthven in Rome, and goes off
on his own. Arriving in Greece, Aubrey meets
Ianthe, and the two share an immediate
connection. After sharing stories and an evening
together, Aubrey and Ianthe part ways for the
night. However, after a devastating turn of
events, Aubrey and Ruthven reunite, and Aubrey,
ready to leave Greece behind, is happy to travel
with the older man once again. But as they
continue their travels, Aubrey slowly begins to
notice Ruthven’s odd behavior. After even more
consideration, Aubrey realizes a shocking
pattern—nearly everyone that Ruthven comes in
close contact to meets an untimely end. Afraid of
his newly acquired knowledge, Aubrey attempts
to distance himself from the suspicious man,
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though he is forced to reconsider his efforts
when Ruthven expresses intent to marry
Aubrey’s sister. First published under Lord
Byron’s name, The Vampyre rose to immediate
commercial success. However, though he was
inspired by a discarded piece of Lord Bryon’s
work, both authors have since admitted that John
William Polidori was the true writer of The
Vampyre. Considered to be the first work of
vampire fiction, The Vampyre had an immense
role in shaping vampires as literary figures,
influencing the canonical rules of vampires that
many still follow today. First published in 1819,
Polidori’s The Vampyre remains to be a thrilling
and spooky read centuries later, and has since
inspired both film and theater adaptations. With
mystery and eerie suspense, Polidori’s work is an
extraordinary example of 19th century gothic
horror. This edition of The Vampyre by John
William Polidori features a striking new cover
design and is printed in a font that is both
modern and readable. With these
accommodations, The Vampyre caters to a
contemporary audience while preserving the
original innovation of John William Polidori’s
work.
"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain
is an 1876 novel about a young boy growing up
along the Mississippi River. It is set in the 1840
in the fictional town of St. Petersburg, inspired
by Hannibal, Missouri, where Twain lived as a
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boy. In the novel Tom Sawyer has several
adventures, often with his friend Huckleberry
Finn. Originally a commercial failure, the book
ended up being the best selling of any of Twain's
works during his lifetime.Though overshadowed
by its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,
the book is by many considered a masterpiece of
American literature, and was one of the first
novels to be written on a typewriter."
Italian Folktales
Antigones
The Neverending Story
Catalogo generale della libreria italiana dall'anno
1931 a tutto il 1940
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer Illustrated
Two gangs of boys fighting a war for a piece of
land, a derelict building site which to them is a
cherished symbol of freedom.
«Si risponde lavorando». Lettere 1941-1992. Nel
1941 Macrí era uno studioso affermato,
Spagnoletti soltanto un poeta esordiente, ma la
loro conoscenza avvenuta per libri e riviste li
porterà a un intenso scambio epistolare che si
interromperà nel 1956 a causa di profondi
dissensi in merito alla poesia e alla valutazione
dell’ermetismo. Questo carteggio, trascritto
nella sua integralità e attentamente annotato
da Andrea Giusti, ricostruisce quel rapporto
intellettuale in anni decisivi della storia
italiana. Sullo sfondo del fascismo, della guerra,
della ricostruzione, a emergere è il fermento
sotteso alle collaborazioni culturali, l’attività di
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antologista di Spagnoletti e il profilo di un
Macrí comparatista, ispanista, sempre più
sensibile e aperto alla cultura europea.
George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four is
unquestionably the most famous dystopian
novel of all times. Written in the year of 1948,
the author swapped the last two digits while
describing a future totalitarian society where
the minds, attitudes and actions of the subjects
are thoroughly scrutinized by the "Thought
Police", suspected dissidents tracked down and
where the worship of the mythical party leader
Big Brother is forced upon the masses. The lowranking party member Winston Smith begins
secretly to question the whole system and
initiates a forbidden love affair with another
party member.
Lysias on the Murder of Eratosthenes
The Vampyre
Pubblicazione mensile / Centro nazionale per il
catalogo unico delle biblioteche italiane e per le
informazioni bibliografiche e a cura della
Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze
Based on the True Story of Enaiatollah Akbari
The Hunchback of Notre Dame

In this book without words, Mr. Crocodile gets up
every morning and carefully gets ready for
work--but just what is his job?
This history of Latin literature offers a
comprehensive survey of the 1000 year period
from the origins of Latin as a written language to
the early Middle Ages. It offers a wide-ranging
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panorama of all major Latin authors.
A charming portrait of one man’s dreams and
schemes, by “the greatest Italian writer of the
twentieth century” (The Guardian). In this
enchanting book of linked stories, Italo Calvino
charts the disastrous schemes of an Italian
peasant, an unskilled worker in a drab northern
industrial city in the 1950s and ’60s, struggling to
reconcile his old country habits with his current
urban life. Marcovaldo has a practiced eye for
spotting natural beauty and an unquenchable
longing for the unspoiled rural world of his
imagination. Much to the continuing puzzlement of
his wife, his children, his boss, and his neighbors,
he chases his dreams and gives rein to his
fantasies, whether it’s sleeping in the great
outdoors on a park bench, following a stray cat, or
trying to catch wasps. Unfortunately, the results
are never quite what he anticipates. Spanning
from the 1950s to the 1960s, the twenty stories in
Marcovaldo are alternately comic and melancholy,
farce and fantasy. Throughout, Calvino’s
unassuming masterpiece “conveys the sensuous,
tangible qualities of life” (The New York Times).
The Day of the Owl
Nineteen Eighty-Four
Opere scelte
Or, The Seasons in the City
Bibliografia nazionale italiana
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The gypsy street dancer Esmeralda captures the
hearts of many men, including those of Captain
Phoebus and Pierre Gringoire, but especially
Quasimodo and his guardian Archdeacon Claude
Frollo. Frollo is torn between his obsessive lust
for Esmeralda and the rules of the Notre Dame
Cathedral. His obsessive lust for La Esmerelda
has made him renounce God and study alchemy
and black magic Esmerelda is falsely accused
and sentenced to hang . Frollo visits her in jail
and declares his love. He begs her to love him
but she calls him a "goblin-monk" and a
murderer. Before her execution, Esmerelda is
publicly humiliated in front of Notre Dame.
Looking across the square, she suddenly sees
Phoebus and calls out his name. Just then,
Quasimodo swings down on a rope from Notre
Dame and carries her back to the cathedral,
crying out "Sanctuary!" He had fallen in love with
her and had been planning her escape all along.
Read the book that inspired the classic coming-ofage film before it's back onscreen in select
theaters this September! From award-winning
German author Michael Ende, The Neverending
Story is a classic tale of one boy and the book
that magically comes to life. When Bastian
happens upon an old book called The
Neverending Story, he's swept into the magical
world of Fantastica--so much that he finds he has
actually become a character in the story! And
when he realizes that this mysteriously
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enchanted world is in great danger, he also
discovers that he is the one chosen to save it.
Can Bastian overcome the barrier between
reality and his imagination in order to save
Fantastica? "An instantaneous leap into the
magical . . . Energetic, innovative, and
perceptive"—The Washington Post "A trumpet
blast for the imagination."—Sunday Times
A Christmas Carol in Prose, Being a Ghost Story
of Christmas, usually known just as A Christmas
Carol is a fairy-tale novel by a British classic
Charles Dickens, that was published in 1843. It
consists of five chapters, or staves as the author
named them. Among all the stories from
Christmas Books by Dickens this one became the
most popular story about Christmas in Great
Britain and outside the country. The main
character is an old gloomy miser Ebenezer
Scrooge, who doesn’t love anyone or anything
except his money. He doesn’t understand why
everybody is so happy about Christmas and with
disgust, refuses the invitation from his kind
nephew to celebrate this holiday together with
his family. On Christmas Eve, the ghost of his
former business partner Jacob Marley appeared
in front of Scrooge, and it changed him
drastically…
"Per amor dell'amore"
In the Sea There are Crocodiles
The Sleeping Dictionary
Marcovaldo
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The Personal History of David Copperfield

If the baboon could see his own behind,
he would laugh too. From quarrelling
hippopotamuses in Buganda to drinking
tea with a fork in India, the proverbs
in this book span the world. With
striped squirrels, frowning frogs and
bewildered baboons, Proverbs From Far
and Wide is a wonderful collection of
proverbs compiled and illustrated by
Axel Scheffler, illustrator of the
prize-winning children's book, The
Gruffalo. These witty sayings will make
you stop to think and laugh out loud.
Mattia Pascal endures a life of
drudgery in a provincial town. Then,
providentially, he discovers that he
has been declared dead. Realizing he
has a chance to start over, to do it
right this time, he moves to a new
city, adopts a new name, and a new
course of life—only to find that this
new existence is as insufferable as the
old one. But when he returns to the
world he left behind, it's too late:
his job is gone, his wife has
remarried. Mattia Pascal's fate is to
live on as the ghost of the man he was.
An explorer of identity and its
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mysteries, a connoisseur of black
humor, Nobel Prize winner Luigi
Pirandello is among the most teasing
and profound of modern masters. The
Late Mattia Pascal, here rendered into
English by the outstanding translator
William Weaver, offers an irresistible
introduction to this great writer's
work
When ten-year-old Enaiatollah Akbari’s
small village in Afghanistan falls prey
to Taliban rule in early 2000, his
mother shepherds the boy across the
border into Pakistan but has to leave
him there all alone to fend for
himself. Thus begins Enaiat’s
remarkable and often punishing fiveyear ordeal, which takes him through
Iran, Turkey, and Greece before he
seeks political asylum in Italy at the
age of fifteen. Along the way, Enaiat
endures the crippling physical and
emotional agony of dangerous border
crossings, trekking across bitterly
cold mountain pathways for days on end
or being stuffed into the false bottom
of a truck. But not everyone is as
resourceful, resilient, or lucky as
Enaiat, and there are many heartPage 13/18
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wrenching casualties along the way.
Based on Enaiat’s close collaboration
with Italian novelist Fabio Geda and
expertly rendered in English by an
award- winning translator, this novel
reconstructs the young boy’s memories,
perfectly preserving the childlike
perspective and rhythms of an intimate
oral history. Told with humor and
humanity, In the Sea There Are
Crocodiles brilliantly captures
Enaiat’s moving and engaging voice and
lends urgency to an epic story of hope
and survival.
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Il Vaglio Antologia della Letteratura
Periodica [Compilatore T. Locatelli]
A History
Darwin and the True Story of the
Dinosaurs
rassegna per coloro che leggono,
supplemento mensile a tutti i periodici
Twice shortlisted for the Booker Prize, Julian Barnes
continues to reinvigorate the novel with his pyrotechnic verbal
skill and playful manipulation of plot and character. In Love,
etc. he uses all the surprising, sophisticated ingredients of a
delightful farce to create a tragicomedy of human frailties and
needs. After spending a decade in America as a successful
businessman, Stuart returns to London and decides to look
up his ex-wife Gillian. Their relationship had ended years
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before when Stuart’s witty, feckless, former best friend Oliver
stole her away. But now Stuart finds that the intervening
years have left Oliver’s artistic ambitions in ruins and his
relationship with Gillian on less than solid footing. When
Stuart begins to suspect that he may be able to undo the
results of their betrayal, he resolves to act. Written as an
intimate series of crosscutting monologues that allow each
character to whisper their secrets and interpretations directly
to the reader, Love, etc. is an unsettling examination of
confessional culture and a profound refection on the power of
perspective.
When Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species in
1859, he forever altered the way people looked at their place
in the world humans were just another animal species that
evolved from more primitive life forms. After graduating
college, Charles was hired as a naturalist aboard the HMS
Beagle where he would collect the specimens he would use
to make the case for biologic evolution through natural
selection. By the time he returned to England in 1836 he was
a celebrity, but it would be more than 20 years before he
published his groundbreaking work. Darwin s theory
ultimately helped Richard Owen solve the riddle of the
enormous fossils found all over the world they were not
dragon bones of lore, but the remnants of extinct species that
once inhabited the earth.Darwin and the True Story of the
Dinosaurs is a fast-paced, entertaining biography of the
naturalist who changed humankind s understanding of its
origins. In addition to its lively story, it includes 220
illustrations, a glossary, and sidebars covering related topics,
from fossils to continental drift to medicine in the 19th
century."
Lysias on the Murder of Eratosthenes, (c) 1994. 55 pp., ed.,
Douglas Domingo-Forast, University of California at Long
Beach.
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The Late Mattia Pascal
A Christmas Carol
Quarto supplemento compilato da Arrigo Plinio Pagliaini
The Ants and the Grasshopper
The Paul Street Boys

From an award-winning novelist, a stunning portrait of
late Raj India—a sweeping saga and a love story set
against a background of huge political and cultural
upheaval. YOU ASK FOR MY NAME, THE REAL
ONE, AND I CANNOT TELL. IT IS NOT FOR LACK
OF EFFORT. In 1930, a great ocean wave blots out a
Bengali village, leaving only one survivor, a young girl.
As a maidservant in a British boarding school, Pom is
renamed Sarah and discovers her gift for languages.
Her private dreams almost die when she arrives in
Kharagpur and is recruited into a secretive, decadent
world. Eventually, she lands in Calcutta, renames
herself Kamala, and creates a new life rich in books and
friends. But although success and even love seem within
reach, she remains trapped by what she is . . . and is not.
As India struggles to throw off imperial rule, Kamala
uses her hard-won skills—for secrecy, languages, and
reading the unspoken gestures of those around her—to
fight for her country’s freedom and her own happiness.
According to Greek legend, Antigone, the daughter of
Oedipus, secretly buried her brother in defiance of the
order of Creon, king of Thebes. Sentenced to death by
Creon, she forestalled him by committing suicide. The
theme of the conflict between Antigone and
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Creon--between the state and the individual, between
man and woman, between young and old--has captured
the Western imagination for more than 2000 years.
George Steiner here examines the far-reaching legacy of
this great classical myth. He considers its treatment in
Western art, literature, and thought--in drama, poetry,
prose, philosophic discourse, political tracts, opera,
ballet, film, and even the plastic arts. A study in poetics
and in the philosophy of reading, Antigones leads us to
look again at the influence the Greek myths exercise on
twentieth-century culture. "A remarkable feat of
intellectual agility."--Washington Post Book World
"[An] intellectually demanding but rewarding book. . .
consistently stimulating and sometimes
disturbing."--The New Republic "An. . . account of the
various treatments of the Antigone theme in European
languages. . . Penetrating and novel."--The New York
Times Book Review "A tradition of intelligence and style
lives in this prolific man."--Los Angeles Times
"Antigones triumphantly demonstrates that Antigone
could fill several volumes of study without becoming
tedious or exhausted."--The New York Review of Books
When young Iqbal is sold into slavery at a carpet factory,
his arrival changes everything for the other overworked
and abused chidren there. It is Iqbal who explains to
them that despite their master's promises, he plans on
keeping them as his slaves indefinetely. But it is also
Iqbal who inspires the other children to look to a future
free from toil...and is brave enough to show them how to
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get there. This moving fictionalized account of the real
Iqbal Masih is told through the voice of Fatima, a young
Pakistani girl whose life is changed by Iqbal's courage.
Me and You
«Si risponde lavorando». Lettere 1941-1992
The Book of Souls
Latin Literature
Panorama
A man is shot dead as he runs to catch the
bus in the piazza of a small Sicilian
town. Captain Bellodi, the detective on
the case, is new to his job and determined
to prove himself. Bellodi suspects the
Mafia, and his suspicions grow when he
finds himself up against an apparently
unbreachable wall of silence. A surprise
turn puts him on the track of a series of
nasty crimes. But all the while Bellodi's
investigation is being carefully monitored
by a host of observers, near and far. They
share a single concern: to keep the truth
from coming out. This short, beautifully
paced novel is a mesmerizing description
of the Mafia at work.
The Girl in Red
Game On! Grammar. Per Le Scuole Superiori
The Man Who Planted Trees
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